
Proposed D.U Digicast Society – Statement of Aims 
 
Who are We?  Gareth Stack, JSSH Psychology Mature Student 
    - Currently senior producer of Trinity FM 
   Francis McGillicuddy, Ubiquitous Computing Postgrad Student 
   Jason McCandless, JSFH Computer Science, Scholar 
 
 
What is our experience? Since August 2005 we have been writing, producing, 

filming, presenting and distributing a podcast and vidcast 
‘Technolotics’. Technolotics has been mentioned in the 
Irish Examiner, Lá, and numerous top Irish websites, as 
well as being featured on RTE’s ‘Blizzard of Odd’. 

 
 Both in the production and preparation of our show (which 

is a humorous look at the week’s developments in 
Technology), we have gained a deep understanding of the 
ongoing revolution in digital production and distribution  

 
 
What Revolution? Blogging – the production of syndicatable articles on the 

web, has existed for only seven years. Yet already these are 
over 14 million blogs in existence (Technorati, 2005). 
Blogs cover all areas featured in print media – from 
Editorials, and Investigative Journalism, to entertainment, 
fiction and education; with the advantage that (like 
podcasts and vidcasts, they are syndicatable). 

 
 Syndication is the key phenomena in the digital media 

revolution – it facilitates the instantaneous, inexpensive, 
and interlinked distribution of information. Literally 
accelerating the pace, independence and (through 
competition) the quality of information available, over 
traditional media channels.  

 
Podcasting, Vidcasting and Blogging represent a paradigm 
shift in the media landscape. Podcasts – which have only 
been in existence since 2004, already outnumber radio 
stations with between 50 – 70,000 podcasts regularly 
produced – to an audience of at least 1.7 million 
(Feedburner, 2006).  
Podcasts and Vidcasts, operating outside of the commercial 
and regulatory environment of broadcast television and 
radio, are providing a vibrant, independent platform which 
is emerging as a distinct, disruptive distribution model. 
 



Just as traditional television, radio and newspapers are 
dumbing down and caving to narrow commercial interests, 
blogs, podcasts and vidcasts are providing an increasingly 
democratised, and frequently high quality, independent 
alternative. 

 
 
What are we proposing? The establishment of a Digicast Society, which would  

 
1) Provide training to students on podcast, vidcast and 

blog production, with a view to establishing a variety of 
regular video and audio series. 

 
2) Promote and engage in citizen journalism and reporting, 

as pioneered by academics like Dan Gilmore, author of 
‘We the Media’, and journalists like Kevin Sites, the 
solo reporter behind Yahoo! Inc’s ‘In the Hotzone’ 
conflict coverage. 

 
3) Promote and engage in digital rights advocacy – both to 

encourage the use of open licences like ‘Creative 
Commons’, and the ‘GPL’, and to educate members 
and the general student population about the changes 
being made to copyright legislation (e.g.: the proposed 
WIPO Broadcast Treaty), which could make citizen 
media effectively illegal. To this end we have 
established contact with groups like ‘Digital Rights 
Ireland’, and the ‘Open Rights Group’, who educate 
and campaign on these and other relevant issues. 

 
4) Facilitate the production of Digital Asset’s by other 

societies and college bodies – through the provision of 
training. For example.. 

a. Trinity News has in recent years twice won 
(2001, 2005), student newspaper of the year; 
and was nominated again last year – however at 
present it has no online presence. 

b. Filmmakers currently produce a fantastic range 
of independent student films every year and 
several are featured on their well designed and 
frequently updated site. However, they have as 
yet not taken advantage of the possibilities for 
distribution and promotion provided by 
syndication technologies like RSS. 

 



 
 
Why is this proposed Society Unique? 
 
The proposed Digicast society would provide a variety of services that a) are not 
currently being provided by any society in college, and b) could not be provided in toto 
by any existing society. 
 

Why Couldn’t any of the computer societies provide these service? 
 

There are two existing computer societies in college – Dublin University Internet 
Society, and Dublin University Computer Society. While the proposed Digicast 
Society might at some point in the future work with DUCCS and Netsoc to help 
to provide storage space for the content created by our members, these societies 
are not focused on media creation, digital distribution, citizen journalism or 
digital rights advocacy. 

 
 Why couldn’t Filmmakers provide these services? 
 

A good comparison is to the relationship between the Literary Society (in this 
example Filmmakers), and D.U Publications (in this example the proposed 
Digicast Society). Filmmakers focuses on a small number of professionally 
produced features and short features. Their production environment, both in terms 
of equipment, classes and submissions accepted, is distinctly geared toward a 
small number of professional quality (digital) films.  
By contrast, the proposed Digicast Society intends to produce regular – weekly, 
biweekly, monthly – series, both in audio and video format. With the focus on 
rapid, inexpensive, and entirely self produced content and its digital distribution – 
through technologies like RSS and ATOM, which facilitate inexpensive global 
distribution and viral transmission. 
With regards to equipment, the proposed Digicast society intends to purchase low 
cost commodity cameras, clip mics, mixers etc; which would be lent out to 
students on continual rotation, with a predictable non-catastrophic attrition rate. 
Most importantly the central educative and digital distribution emphasis of the 
proposed society are not the focus of film makers. 

 
 Why couldn’t the Digital Art’s society provide these services? 
 

Digital Art’s Society are focused on musical and artistic events, and ‘making 
music, film or art’, their equipment is largely provided by the Department of 
Electronic & Electrical Engineering, as the society is primarily composed of 
students of the ‘Music and Media Technology’ postgraduate course. 
 
While DAS is a vibrant and highly successful society, once again their focus is on 
isolated art projects and events, rather than the creation of a digital distribution 
hub. 



 
 Why couldn’t Trinity FM provide these services? 
  

As a radio society, TFM is focused on providing broadcast and live web streamed 
radio programming, six weeks a year. Both its production environment – static 
equipment, limited computer resources etc; and its focus on the organisation of 
regular, fully staffed broadcast weeks preclude the educative and equipment 
lending roles of the proposed society.  
Podcasting and Digicasting are very different propositions to streaming (currently 
handled for TFM by the Higher Education Authority) – with distinct licensing, 
legal, training and equipment needs. While Trinity FM will in future podcast a 
subsection of its programming, such content will reflect the occasional and live 
nature of the programs produced. 
 

 
Why are we proposing this now? We would like to gain provisional status as a 

society, so we can begin formal activities in 
Freshers week next year, and gain sponsorship to 
purchase some of the necessary equipment over the 
summer. 

 
 
 
 

 
 

http://www.digicastsociety.com 
digicast.society@gmail.com 


